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The requirements
Now that you’ve had a chance to pitch, discuss and listen to feedback on your original 
publication ideas, it’s time to solidify the editorial concept. This assignment is designed to 
help you flesh out important information, principles and parameters to guide your decisions 
over the course of the semester. Without a strong sense of purpose and identity, it’s easy to 
lose your way and fall victim to indecision and design paralysis. You don’t want that. Design 
is tricky enough when you know exactly where you’re going, let alone when you don’t. The 
more thorough, specific and realistic you make this brief, the more useful it will be to you. 
As you think these questions through, be as specific as possible in your responses. Create 
a backstory if that helps. Do a bit of research. Show it around and get feedback. Take your 
best shot, otherwise this is merely a waste of time, and you’ll have only a broken compass as 
you navigate through the process, which is worse than no compass at all. As always in this 
course, I’m looking for smart, efficient, thorough, well-written text.
On a single page, write three thorough summaries describing your 1) general concept, 2) the 
magazine’s identity/brand, and 3) the proposed content. Here are the particulars about the 
topics each summary should cover:
1. GENERAL CONCEPT

SUBJECT: What is your magazine about? Be very specific. It might help to consider 
the mission of the magazine. Why does it exist? Successful mags fulfill a need and 
occupy a particular niche.
AUDIENCE: Who will read and buy your magazine? Describe your intended 
audience, including things such as age, gender, education and other demographics, as 
well as interests, income, lifestyle and habits. The more precise the description and 
narrower the group, the easier it is to speak to them.
FORMAT: in what type of publication will you package your content? Discuss 
the physical characteristics of your piece, including format, frequency, dimensions, 
number or pages, paper stock and printing particulars if applicable. 

2. IDENTITY
DISTINCTION: Think of this as the brand. How will you differentiate your 
magazine from all the others out there? What intrinsic qualities, attributes and 
impresions do you want to communicate to your audience and the wider marketplace?
POINT OF VIEW & VOICE: What philosophy undergirds the editorial content? What 
language, attitude and tone will you use to reach your intended audience?
NAME: This can be a tough task, but it is critical to the success, marketability and 
identity of the publication. Do not go for bland or cliche. Instead, be witty, smart, 
edgy. Include a proposed tagline to re-inforce or amplify the concept.
VISUAL STYLE: At a glance, what will the publication feel like? Don’t list specific 
typefaces or colors here—that’s later. Instead, discuss qualities you aim to convey 
through type, color and imagery. For example, “The type should feel friendly,” “The 
colors feel sophisticated,”  “The pages are “dense,” or “Photos feel photojournalistic.”

3. CONTENT  
SUBTOPICS: How will you break down the overarching theme? Make sure you have 
enough diversity of content to keep things interesting for the long haul. 
STORYFORMS: What types of storyform will you use? Written narrative? Photo 
stories? Information graphics? Other alternative-story forms?
BUDGET: Develop a proposed “budget”—or list— of all the stories and content for 
your first issue. You will not design all of these, but you will need to know specifics 
for the table of contents as well as for a back story of your publication as you design. 
Think intentionally about subtopics and what content would yield a complete issue.

On the server
Submit an electronic text 
file named LAST NAME — 
Editorial Concept Brief onto 
the course server at NHStorm > 
Course Folders > GRA 5003 > 
Assignment Drop > Editorial 
Concept Brief.

In class
Be prepared to discuss your 
thoughts.

Grading criteria
Compliance
• How well did you meet 
requirements and work within 
stated parameters?
Overall concept
• How strong, thorough 
and realistic is the editorial 
concept?
Presentation
• How well-written is the 
concept and how clear its ideas?

Advice
Look at as many existing 
examples as possible, 
whether or not they would 
compete with your publication. 
Although you can glean 
insight by looking at examples 
online, it’s a far cry from the 
experience and understanding 
you’ll gain by holding and 
flipping through the real thing. 
Plant yourself in the magazine 
section of the library or 
Wegman’s or, better, Barnes 
and Noble.
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